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Foreword

A pupil's experiences between the ages of 11 and 16 probably shape his

ultimate view of science and ofihe natural world. During these years

. most youngsteirs become mere dept at thinking conceptually. Since

concepts are arthe heart of science, this is the age at which most stu-

dents fiçYain the ability to study science in a real,Jy organized way.

Here oo, the commitment for or against scienc IIS an interest.or a

tion is Often made.
Paradoxically, the students at this critical age have been the -ones

least affected by the recent effort to produce new science instructional

materials. Despite a number of commendable efforts to improve the

situation, the middle years stand today as a comparatively weak link in

science education between the rapidly changing elementary curriculum

and the recently revitalized high school science courses. This volume

anil its accompanying materials represent one attempt to provide a

sound approach to instruction for this zelatively uncharted level.

At the outset the organizers of the ISCS Project divcided that it

would .be shortsighted and unwise to try io fill the gap in middle

school science edueation by simply writing another textbook. We chose

instead to challenge some of the most firmly established concepts

.about hove. to teach and just what science material can and should be

taught to adolescents. The ISCS gtaff have tended to mistrust what

authorities believe about schools; teachers, children, and teaching until

we have had the chance to test these assurnptions in actual classrooms

with real children. As conflicts have arisen, our policy has been to rely

more upon what we saw happening in the schools than upon what

authorities said could or would,happen. It is largely because of this

policy that the ISCS materials represent a subitantial departure.from

the norm.
The primary difference between the ISCS program and more con-

ventionarapproaches is the, fact that it allows each student to travel
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at his Own pace, and it pt-mits the scope sand sequence of instruction-

to vary with-his interests, abilities, and background. The ISC'S writers

have systematically tried to give the student more of a role in deciding
what he should study next and how soon he should study it. When the
materials av used as intended, the ISCS teacher serves more as a
"task easert than a "task master." It is his job to help the student
answer the questions thw arise from his own stndy rather than to try
to anticipate and package what the student needs to know.

There is nothing radically new in the ISCS approach to instruction.
_Outstanding teachers from.Socrales_io_MArklip.pkin h.#%e stressej the.

need to personalize education. 1SCS has tried to do something more
than pay lip service to this goal. 1SCS' majOr contribution has been tc
design a system whereby an average teacher, operating under normal
..onstraints, in an ordinary classroom with ordinary children, can in-
deed give maximum attention to each student's progress.

The development of the 1SCS material has been a group effort from
the outset_ It began in 1962, when outstanding educators met to decide
what might be done to improve middle-grade science teaching. The
recommendations of these conferences were converted into a tent/Wye

plan for a set of instructional materials by a small group of Florida .
State University faculty members. Small-scale ,writing sessions con-
ducted on the Florida State campus during 1964 and 1965 resulted in
pilot curriculum materials that were tested in selected Florida sch s

during the 1965-66 school year. All this preliminary work was s p-
ported by funds generously provided by The Florida State Universi

in June of 1966; fiRancial support was provided by the United States
.Office of Education, and the preliminary effort was formalized into
the 1SCS Project. Later, the National Science Foundation made sev-
eral additiilal grants in support of the ISCS effort.

The first draft of these materials was produced in 1968, during a
summer writing conference. The conferees were scientists, stience
educators, and junior high school teachers drawn from all oVer the
United States. The original materials have beep revised three times
prior to their publication in this volume. More than 150 writers have
contributed the materials, and more than 180,000 children, in 46
states, have be. involved in their field testing..

We sincerel h, that the teachers and students who will use this...;
materjal will 1nd that the great amount of time,. money,' and effort
that has gone into its development has been worthwhile.

-

Tallahassee, Florida The Directors
Febniary 1972 INTERMEDIATE SCIENCE CURRICULUM STUDY:
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Notes td the Student

This Record Book is where you should write your answers.
Try to fill in the answer to each question as you come to it.

If the lines are not long enough for your answers, use the mar-

gin, too.
Fill in the blank tables with the data from your experimcnts.

And use the grids to plot your graPhs. Naturally, the answers
depend on what has come before in the particular .chapter or
excursion. Do your reading in the textbook and use this book

only for writing down your answers.
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Table.1-2

Day I

Day 2 ..t

.tv

TyPC
of Activity

Sleeping

Not active

Light.activity

Moderate activity

Strenuous activity

TYPe
of Activity

Sleeping

Not active

Lht activity

Moderate activity .

Strenuous activity
ik

Time Spent
(iniThis Activity

(in hours)

Time Spent
on This Activity

(in hours)

Chapter 1
Take It Off
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De 3
Type

of Activity

Time Spent
on This Activity

(in hours)

Sleeping

Not active

Light activity

Moderate activity

Strenuous, activity

Day 4

tt

6

Type
of Activity

Time Spent
on This Activity

(in hours)

Sleeping

Not acti've

Light activity

Moderate activity

Strenuous activity
V. 4

Day 5
Type

of Activity

Time Spent
on This,Activity

(in hours),

Sleeping

Not active

Light activity

Moderate activity

Strenuous activity
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01-34.

Problem Braak 1-3

Table 1-4 '

tip

Daily Calorie
Input /

Daily Calorie
Output Difference

,

Day I

Day 2
,.

Day 3
..

,

.

Day 4 .
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Day 5
.

Average
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Results:
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Procedure:
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Conclusions:
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Problem Break 2-2

() Comparison of pulse and breathing rates of smokers and non-
smokers, (2) effect of exercise, and (3) tune to return to normal after
exercise.
Procedure:

Data:

Conclusions:

0 2-12.

Problem Break 2-3
Fingertip temperature of smokers and ?onsmokers.
Observations:
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Conclusions:
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02-14.
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Problem Break 2-4
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t
Table 2-6

Amount
Smoked

Risk of Getting Lung Cancer
Ciompared to "Never Smoked"

Less than i
pack daily

* 4.7 times greater risk

i to lack
daily A

tithes gr?ter risk

/,/
1 to 2 packs
daily

.
times greater risk

More than 2
packs daily

times greater risk

Problem Break 2-5

4.
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Wake Up and
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Problem Break 5-1
Hypothesis: Students who drink coffee (or tea) will do more poorly on

a school test than students who do not drink coffee (or tea).

Procedures:

11.

Data:

Conclusions:

%.«

S.
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5-18.
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Chapter 6
Should It Be
Against the
Law?

1

20

Problem Break 6-1

n6-2.

OS

Problem Break 6-2
Questions: (1) What types of movies (if any) shOuld young people be

barred from seeing?

(2) Why did you answer question 1 as you ,did?

31
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Table 1

MARSHMALLOWS

Trial
No.

,

No. of Mini-
marshmallows

Mass of
Water

(grams)

Starting
Temp.

("(T)

Final
Temp.
C(7)

Change in
Temp. .

(°C)

1 5 40 .

2 5 40

3 5 40
,

Average Tem-
perature 4ange

NUTS

Trial
No. No. of Nuts

Mass of
Water

(grams)

Starting'
Temp.
..CC)

Final
Ternr
(°C)

Change in
Temp.
(°C)

1

2

3

1

1

40

40

40

Average Tem-
perature Change

36

Excursion 1-1
Big C and
Little c
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Ci 1 -

LI 2.

Li 3-

LI4.

Li 5.

Excursion 1-2 Di.
Counting 2-
Calories

Excursion 1-3
Activities
and Calories `,

Table 1

Activity .
Rounded Time

(in hours)

Calories Uscd
(per pound of body

weight per hr)

.

Body Weight
(in pounds) Calories Used

Bicycling (fast) 3.4

Bicycling (slow) 1.1

Dishwashing 0.5

_

Dressing and undressing 0.3 i

Eating
. _

0.2

Playing Ping-Pong 2.0
.

Running
esv

3.3 f

Sitting quietly
,

0.2

Sleeping 0.2
.-

Standin 0.2

37
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Studying or writing 0 2

Swimming 3.6

Tennis
,---

3.0

Typewriting rapidly 0.5

Violin playing 0.3

Volleyball , 2.5

Walking
00.9

Work, heavy 2.6

Work, light 1.0

Total Calories Used per Day

01.

0 3.

0 4.

0 5-

06-

*

p.

Excursion 2-1
How Are You
Organized?

27
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Problem Break 1

xcursion 2-2 Di
Ask Me the
Right Question

211

Ape

02.

a

0 3.

. 39
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Excursion 2-3
The Round-and-

_

Round System

ol. Excursion 5-1
Is It Reallyoz There?

03-

04.

0 5.

7

1

011.,

07.

t

ofr

40

4
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Excursion 5-2 oi
The DSST

30

03-

Problam Break 1
Reasons for changes in scores on DSST by marijuana users:
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0 6-

I \

07.

0 8

0 8.

fallb

10.

Excursion 5-3
Pot or Booze?

31
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How Well Am I Doing?

You prOably wonder whip you Ire expected to learn in this science
course. You would like to know how well you are doing. This section
of the book will help you find out. It contains a Self-Evaluation fm
each chapter. If you-can answer all the questions, you're doing very
well.

The Self-Evaluations are for,your benefit. Your teacher will not use
the results to give you a grade. Instead, you will grade yourself, since
you are able to check your own answers as you go along.

Hcre's how to use the Self-Evalpations. When you finish a chapter,
take the Self-Evaluation for that chapter. After answering the questions,
turn to the Answer Key that is at the end of this section. The Answer
Key will tell you whether your answers were right or wrong.

Some questions can be answered in more than one way. Your answers
to these questions may not quite agree with those in the Answer Key.
If you miss a question, review the material upon which it was based
before going on to the next chapter. Page references are frequently
included in the Answer Key to help you review. -

On the next to last page of this booklet, there is a grid, which you
can use to keep a record of your own progress.

4
LTA.

4.3)
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Circle any of the excursions for this chaprr that you completed. SELF-EVALUATION 1

(1-1; 1-2; 1-3; 1-4

01-1. Use the graph below to answer the questions that follow.

1MM

Pm.

MN&

1

Daly

3 4

a. Based on the above graph, what is the set point for thc person's

body temperature?
b. At about what temperature does this person's "body thermostat"

turn on the body's heat supplier?
C. Which of the following is not a "normal" temperature for this

person: 37°C;'39°C; 38°C; 36°C?

01-2. State an operational definition for the term calorie.

44
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11-3. What is die ielationsi4
trip.

two.% .1 .0011c and a Caloin.."'

01-4. flow many calories of heat would it take'ro wdrrn up 40 grams
of %yaw! from 12°C to 19'C?

AK_

U1-5. What two things will determine whether you gain or lose weight
over a period of time?

a

b.

01-6. In order to have a good diet, you need other inputs to your body
besides Calories. Name two of these other inputs.

r11-7. A boy who is 15 years old and is 5 feet 6 inches tall weighs 140
1b, Use the table of weights given in Excursion 1-4 to determine whether
the boy is average, underweight, or overweight, and by how much.
Record your csficlusio9s below.

The boy is for his age and size by lb.

01-8. a. What is meant by the term negative feedback system?.

b. Give an example of a negative teedback system.

014. Design an Operiment that will show how many Calories an adult
male rabbil needs to maintain its body weight. Keep in.mind that you
do not want to harm the rabbit.

.
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Circle any ot the excuisions tot tins chaplet that you completed. SELF-EVALUATION 2

(-12-1. A student wanted to investigate the etket of a solution of ciga-
rette chemicals on the geimmation of coin seeds I lc labeled two jars,
one A and the other B. Ile placed tour corn seeds and sonic tap wald !
in jar A. In or B he placed tour coin seeds from the same package
in the same iinotint of a solution of cigarette chemicals. After tive days.
all four corn seeds in jar A had produced seedlings. No seedlings had
been formacl in jai B.

a. Why did the student bother to use jar A with just tap water in
it?

b. Can you conclude from this experiment that the cigarette chemi-
cals in solution prevented the corn seeds from germinating?

Explain your answer.

L12-2. Describe the 'effect that smoking seems to produce on each of
the followiRg.

a. Goblet cells

b. Ciliated cells

c. Air sacs

02-3. The death rate from lung cancer and the number of cigarettes
smoked are both increasing at the same time. Do you think this is a
cause-and-effect relationship or is it just a coincidence and not related?

Explain your answer.
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112-4. Some kinds of smoking seem,to be more harmful to health than
others. Put the f011owing kind* of smoking ifi order from the most
harmful to health to the least harmful to health.

Pipes 1 . (most harmful)
Cigarettes
Cigars 2

3. (least harmffil)

[1] 2-5. What differences would you expect to find between smokers (one
pack per day) and nonsmokers if you were to nieasure the following.

a. Heartbeat ratc

b. Breathing rate while resting

c. Amount of CO in the exhaled air

24. Suppose you have a friend who smokes and has been smoking
for 'several years. If he said that he is going to continue smoking because
giving up smoking wouldn't do him any good now, what would you
say to him?

02-7. Congress has passed a law that forces cigarette manufacturers
to put a.warning of the danger to health on each pack of cigarettes.
Why do you think Congress did not pass a law forbidding the manu-
facture or sale of cigarettes?

4 , . S. 4
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2-th Check the best answer. The evidence that cigarette smoking is
harmful is

a. inconiplete and more investigation is necessary.

b. biased and cannot he trusted.

c. conclusive and should be considered.

d. conclusive but not really relevtaitt.

03-1. Give an operational defizition of physical dependence. SELF-EVALUAN 3

03-2. Give an operational definition of psychological dependence,

03-3. What is meant by a "cold turkey cure"?

D 3-4. What are some characteristic symptoms of a withdrawal illness?

3-5. In what ways can a chemical introduced into the body disturb
normal negative feedback systems?

18
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113-6- What are some of the'thing,\ that a prcrnant wituniin should

consider twforc takinr any diur

SELF-EVALUATION 4 04-1. Describe the general effect of depressants on the body.

40.

[14-2. Why-does alcohol enter the bloodstream much faster than foods

-do?

(144. What are at least two things that might explain why the same

amount of alcohol affects people differently?

D44. Wh t are two medical uses for depressants? sr'

04-5. Why are doctors very careful to use sterilized (weOleaned)
needles *hen giving people injections of a drug?

04-6. How does the chance of having anautomobile accident change
when a person has had several drinks before driving?

1

9
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f14-7. Why is it very dangeious to take two ot more drugs dining the
same period of tune? (An examplir is drinking alcohol -and then taking

barbiturates.)

04-41. Codeine is a depssaiit that is found in some cough medicines.
Do you think these cough medicines should be sold to the public
without a doctor's prescription?

Give reasons for your answer.

(=1 4-9. Donald has been using heroin regularly for three months. He
says that he can quit any time he wants.

a. Do you think he can?

b. Explain your answer.

c. What are some of the dangers other than the heroin itself that
Donald faces?

1

---

Circle any of the excursions for this chapter that Ku completed. SELF-EVALUATION 6

5-1; 5-2; 5-3; 5-4

. .

0 5-1. What is the general etre& of stimulants on the bod0
41
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What arc two psychological ellects of stimulants?

hv does a iegulat user ol ceitam drugs require larger and
larger Lloscs of tire (hug to achieve the ellects that hc wants?

ES-4. Give a definition of a hallucinogenic drug,

r15-5. Some students sometimes take stimulants to stay awake and
;-

study the night before a test. Do you think this is a good idea?

Explain your answer

05-6. What are some of the known physical effects of hallucinogenic
drugs? 1.

'Oft
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115-7. Suppose you met someone With the ft)llowing chataiterimic
pinpoint eye pupik. pale complexion, uncicai speech, etying and sad.
and in a dreamlike state

Has the person taken a stimulant, or a depressant?_

5-8. There are many arguments given for and against the legalization

of marijuana. How would you vote and why?._

D6-1. a. What is a double-blind method of doing drug experime5is? SELF-EVALUAT1ON 6

b. Explain why this method is necessary.

0 G-2. What are some of the reasons why laws are made?

6-3. What are some of the reasons that some laws are more difficult
to enforce than others?

52
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1 6-4 . Why do you think the rovei nment was unable to stop the use
of aluthol by passing laws to stop its pioduction and sale?

,

[ 1 6-5. Why do you think it is easief to pass laws prohibiting the manu-
facture, sale, or possession of certain drugs than to pass laws prohibiting
the manufacture and sale of alcohol?

11 6-6. Suppose you were going to vote on a law to prohibit the manu-
facture and sale of cigarettes. List all the arguments you can think of
for and against such a law.

. I-70R AGAINST

.
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Self-Evaluation Answer Key

." SELF-EVALUATION 1

s

1-1. a. About 37*C
IL'About 36*C.
C. 39*C

II you had trouble with this question. review pages 14 to 16 in Well-Being.

1-2. You should have inclyded the following relationship in your answer: calories ml mass (grams)

X change in temperature ().
If you forgot the relationship, review Excursion 1-1.

1-3. 1,000 calories I Calorie
Sec Excursion 1-1 if you-had difficulties,

14. 280 calories
Review Excursion 1-1 if you missed this question. If you still cannot seem to understand how

to get the answer, check with your teacher,

14. Your answer should have included these two ideas:

a. the number of Calories taken ID

b. the number of Calories used
You shquid have mentioned that it is theliumber of Calories taken in and not just the amount

of food you eat, because different foods contain different numbers of colones.

14. Vitamins and minerals
Problems with this? Review page 22, right at the end of the lint chapter.

1-7. Tbe boy is overweight for his age and size by 15 lb.

If you had difficulty with this, you should review Excursion 1-4.

14. a. Your answer should have indicated that it is a system in which a change in the input

produces an opposite change in the output. You might have said instead that It is a system in

which the response is opposite to the stimulus. See pages 9 and 10 if you had difficulties.

b. One of many examples possible is the heating or cooling system in your house. Another

would be a driver in a car. In both -cases a change in some variable (temperature or direction

of motion) is detected by a detector (thermostat. driver) that causes a change in the system to

compensate for the change detected (furnacegoes on, driver turns steering wheel). Yrattr example

should be a system that contains those same parts:

,

6-4
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1-9. orn deslyn should mc ludc plans to do the following thinri
I Is cep an al ciliate retold ill the iabbit's weight
? Keep oat k 411 Occ food he consumes every etas and find out iii,iii itloiis air m

this fo.oti
the I atthtl healthy' bs scemp that he gets the nee CSNaT S SiI.iti tillS and minerals

4 Vats the I. alone intake of the rabbit eat h %seek until at a lett:MI MIMI It" VC! its body weight
Is maintained plat malls unehatved 101 an entire Week

If sou had planned to use this puttt etillts' With several rabbits instead of with .1ust one, you
could have riior c confidence m your findings

SELF-EVALUATION 2

2-1. 0. Jar A was used as a control In many expernnents, what you are interested in Is thc
differcellte between a control anti an experimental group

b. i here is some evidence that points to the possibility that the solution of cigarette chemicals
prevented the corn seeds from germinating However. you-can't be mire 1 here is the possibility
that the seeds that were put in jar B would riot have germinated even it they had been put in
tap water. You would have to repeat this experiment several times before you could be certain
that it is the cigatette chemicals in the solution that is preventing the seeds from gernunatmg.

2-2. a. Goblet cells tend to enlarge and produce more mucus.
b. ciliated cells become fewer and beat more slowly.
C. Au sacs arc fewer and have thicker walls.

If you had difficulty answering these, review pages 31. 32 and 34.

2-3. This question probably made you think a bit. I ung cancer death rates and the number of
cigarettes smoked have increased together Even though there is strong evidence that there is an
association between the increase in deaths from lung cancer and the numbei of cigarettes smoked,
there is no evidence that one causes the-other. If smoking causes cancer, then all smokers should
get lung cancer unless they die accidentally while they arc still young There is, however, a great
deal of evidence that the two things are related. But there is no evidence for a cause-and-effoct
relationship at the present time. You might want to look at thc bat graph on page 40 again.

24. I . Cigarettes
2. Cigars
3. Pipes

See page 44 if you had difficulties with this question.

2-5. a. Increased heartbeat ratc for smokers
b, Increased breathing rate while resting for smokers
C. Increase in amount of CO in the exhaled air for smokers

See pages'35 and 45 if you found these questions difficult.

2-11. This was not an easMikstion to answer. You know that the fairly minor changes that are
associated with smoking disap r when people stop smoking. Extra mucus stops being produced,

-"the cilia beat faster, arid the c,itheIium of the lungs gradually becomes thinner! Also, excess
coughing seems to disappear. Th 0.ata in Figure 2-16 indicates that stopping smoking even reduces
the rate of death from lung cancer. You might also reread pages 46 and 47.

2-7. You probably thought about this question for a while. There arc several possible answers.
One main reason is that so (ar the evidence does nOti establish a cause-and-effect relation between
spoking and cancer or other diseases. Another reason is that perhaps the law could not beenforced
even if .Congyeis did pass it. You will get a chance to examine this question in greater detail
a bit later in this unit.

65'
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24. Well, what did you check on this one> I he evidence that cigarette smoking.A hal mtul appears

to be conclusive and thus should be lonsidelcd liowevei, you may have a rlitIcient opinion

You might want to discuss your answei to this question with sOnle ot you! classmates oi your

teacher.

SELF-EVALUATION 3

3-1. You should have indicated that a person is physically dependent on something if, whcn he

suddenly stops using the substance. he gets a withdrawal illness ,

If you had problems wilting an operational definition for physical dependence, you should

review pages 49 and 50.

3-2. A person is psychologically dependent on a substamx if he has a strong desire for the sub-

stance even thOugh his body does n need thc substance.

If you had difficulty with this ques . read over page 51.
" L

3-3. A "cold turkey cure" is when a pertso suddenly stops using a substance and gets a withdrawal

illness. A gradual tapering off is nor a '.cul4.1urkeillyire."

3-4. You could have listed a fariety of syrAptoms such as twitching, cramps, loss of appetite,

and nausea. Check your list against those given in Tabk 3-1 on page SO.

3-5. A chemical that is introduced into the body may block the messages that are beinwent

Crean dectector to controller in your body's negative feedback systems. Suppose a brightiright

were placed in front of your eye. No.ina6 this would cause your "light stet" to send a message

to the pupil of your eye to close down. It is possible that a chemical introduced into your body

might stop this message from going through. -Ibis could seriously injure your eye, which would

be receiving too much light_
See pages 52 to 54 for a more detailed explanation.

34. One of the things a pregnant woman should consider before taking any drug is what effect

it will have on htr unborn child. In Chapter 2. yVi learned that tobacco smoke can affect the

baby of a pregnant woman. It is also known that if a pregnant woman takes certain drugs regularlY,
r

her unborn child may become physically dependent on these drugs. The baby can be born an

adilict. You may have read or heard about other cases where chemicals taken by an expectant

mother haye affected her onborn baby.
See page 51 .for more information about this.

SELF-EVALUATION 4

4-1. Depressants arc chemicals lhat slow the body down.

4-2. Alcohol enters the bloodstream faster because it does not have to be digested. It goes

unchanged from the digestive system into the bloodstream.

Review the section "How's Your A.Q.?" on page 60 if you had difficulty with this question.

4-3. You may have mentioned keral factors but the two main ones are the person's weight

and whether the person is a new drinker or not. Other important factors include whether the .

person is drinking on an empty stomach or has just eaten and whether the person uses other

drugs at the same time he is drinking.
If ypu had difficulty with this, question, you eiould go over the sections "Variation of Effect,"

on page 64, and "It's Not So Simple." on page 65.

,5(0
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4-4. I heir air sr% mil meth( al list.. of &plc...ants Now ans.% ci should !hoe Int hided two ol
these to ielas patients. to neat hirh Hood piessine ii 1.1CstAll t1.ih1.iti seUtitCs, to help people
sleep tO relit-VC pain and to tedut e t otirhtny \ct I Ablt 4 I tC %on nerd help

4-5. Non mas hasc had to thnik about thus question tor :I Ttiititile I he leason is that duty needles
would tend ro spread diseases 110111 MIC petson I he use ol dm% needles is what t lime%
people ssho inlet I t hennt als into then body to yet diseases sin h as hepatitis a% well as Mkt ttotts
that cause boils Pape sv disk tissrs this problem

4-6. I he data piesented in 1 unite 4 ? on page 61 stn..... the iclationship between the chance
of this inf! an ;Rodent and the hlotitl akohol Irsel It intimates that the ham c of having an accident
int leases sTls,,lapIlli% as the bloodalcohol level rises

4-7. Nou should have indivated in your answer that one ding or chertitcal can t'ItlISC your body
to trail shift-tenth: to anothri %hug An example of this is thr irlationship how ern alcohol and

tenakhloilde arbon ten achloodc has been used fin %ems as a clrantng agent and was,
thonyht to be tautly harmless Howes-ei . d von hase been di inktitr and then hteathe in the fumes
of t arbon tetrachloride. you arc Yety likely. to have a ses etc ..ase of knhiel, poisoning that may

death It is wise not to mix drugs even it It is -common knowledge- that thcy can't
hurt you Page 65 can help here.

4-8. 1 his was a personal opinion micsnon In yonr answet vim should have consideted thc possible
harmful ctIrcts of depressants and what tould posstbly happen II they are readily available to
all people It is interesting that regulanons as to the sale ot these cough medicines vary from
country to country III the l!mted States a VI est:I pt1011 Is I cquitcd. while in Canada they arc sold
without a piescription although there is a kgai limit on thc codeine content.

4-9. a. Donald is probably kidding himself .

b. lle is more than likely well o!, fbe way to becoming a drug addict I.ven though he maV
want to quit. he may not be able to because the withdrawal illness would he too much for him
to dcal with.

c. l he other dangers he faces mi:lude the i;ossibility of hepatitis front ditty needles, infection,
the danger of an overdose. etc.

SELF-EVALUATION 5

5-1- Stimulants are chemicals that speed up the body's activi es.

5-2. Them arc several psychological effects of stimulants. Your answer should include two of
these- nervottmess. irritabi4.. uninhibited behavior-, confusion.

If you named other eflects or you weren't able to think of any. check over the section on page
69.

5-3. A regular user of a drug may develop a tolerance for the drug. His Nod gets used to the
chennall and no longer re,acts in the same way. As this tolerance increases. t erson requires
larger and larger doses to get thc same effect.

5-4. A hallucinogenic drug is one that affects the mind so that the world, as detected ,by the
senses, is distorted. If you would kke to find out more about hallucinogens. see Exetirsto9 5-1.

5-5. We hope that you said No to this question. Stimulants do not get rid of tiredness. They
just help the body use up its stored energy. However, this energy' is limited and as a result a
person may suddenly runout of energy without warning. 1 his may occur just before or during
the test, and as a result the student may find that he falls asleep during the lest itself. The best
idea seems to be to study well ahead of time so that you can get a good night's sleep on the
night before the test. Try itn really works!

5 7
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5-6. Not vety much is known about thr phssical hanrcs that th cut Whcn onc uses hallucinogenic

drugs. In fact. thc rffects found so !al do not always seem to bc too senous In some ascs.

such as with I SD. theie Is some evident e to indicate that thrie mas br somr chtomosomr damaitc

One thing that may point to a physical aangr ot int mg Is the Ilashhai that Call twCIII inlet

takmg hallucinogens suth as l.sl ) ou must kerp to mind that thr lab trsts of the drugs makr

use of very pure drugs I he drugs that arc sold "on the street.' may well not be pine As a lesult.

the other chemicals they cinitain may produce %eyrie illness, such as that caused by taking LSD

that ha's been mixed with strychnine. a deadly poison.

3-7. It ts quite possible that thc person has taken a depiessant. tor he is exhibiting many of the

charactenstics of an individual under the influence of a depressant. Refer back to Chainet 4 it

you are not sure.

84. This el a question for which there ts no tight ot wtong answer. You are asked to make a

decision about how you would vine on thc qurstion of the legalitation of matimana and why

The most important thing to do in making your decision is to try to consider all the evidence

and all the points of view ft-chile making up your mind. Voting for or against the use of manmana

should not be based on pure emotions. It should be based on evnience.about the effects marijuana

may have on people. Remembei that a decision based on present evidence may not be valid

in five years. Researchers may tind mote evidence one way or the other. You may want to talk

this over with your classmates of even with your parents, asking them how they would vote and

why. -

SELF-EVALUATION 6

6-1. a. A double-blind experiment is onc in which neither the doctor nor the patient knows

whether the patient is -receiving the treatment or placebo.

b. This method is necessary to counteract a human effect on both doctor and patient. If a

person thinks something will have an effect on hun, his belief may cauw the effect to occur. And

patients can sense whether or not the doctor expects an effect to occur. Experimenters have to be

able to tell the difference between the change due to the treatment and the change due to the

person's belief that there will be a change. (See page 86 for more mformatton.)

6-2. Your answcr should have included the two main reasons why laws are made:

a. To protect people from other people

b. To enforce some people's idea of what is morally correct

If you had difficulties with this question, read trier the sections on pagcs 86 through 88.

6-3. Some laws are more difficult to enforce than others simply because people are not willing

to abide by them. The reasons for not abiding by the law may be economic reasons, selfish reasons,

and sOmetimes unknown reasons. If enough people do not obey a law, it becomes impossible

to enforce. Under these conditions the law is often ineffective and must be repealed.

6-4. There were many people who confinued to drink alcohol in spite of the laws against its

consumption. These people were willing to accept the risks in drinking, and they felt that they

had the right to make their own choice. Most people felt that it was unfair to impose the prohibition .

laws on everyone. If someone chose not to drink, that was fine, but why impose the moral

judgments of these people on everyone. As more and more people refused to obey thc laws, law

officers found that the laws had become completely unenforceable.

0-5. There are many possible reasons you could have given. Some of the reasons are given below.

a. Many jobs depend on tht alcohol industry, but very few depend on the sale or manufacture

of Illegal drugs.
b. The sale of alcohol provides the government with a great deal of tax revenue, but the sale

of illegal drugs does not. .
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C. I hr mr of alcohol c wt cad. W h lc thc mc of diuf.:. i not neatly so Hirstu cad
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6-6. Well. you rna have hmrd man\ alFunicnt lo: and yamm a law to outlaw thc manufactme
and .alr of 4. igairttc. ompalr NOM with thr .01nr of von: clavonatirs You might
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My Progress s

K eep track of your progress in the course by plotting the percent correct
for each Self-Evaluation as you complete it.

Percent correct = N umber correct X 100
Number of questions

To find how you are doing, draw lines connecting these points. After
you've tested yourself on all chapters, you may want to draw a best-fit
line. But in the meantime, unless you always get the same percent
correct, your graph may go up and down like a series of mountain
peaks.
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